METO TRANSPORTATION CART
The Meto Transportation cart is especially designed
for Meto spray unit path to path movement. Use our
transportation cart in combination with the Meto
spray robot and there is no need to be present in the
greenhouse. Spraying of crops can, namely, be
executed in an automatic capacity.

The operation of the computer controlled Meto
Transportation cart is very easily. The operation panel,
identical to the Meto spray trolley, is compact, has an
organised lay-out and is provided with touch controls.
Various requirements can be entered via a dialogueprogramming feature. It offers, for example, a path skip
option.
The Meto Transportation cart navigates the walkway,
shifting the Meto spray unit from path to path.
The Meto transportation cart is guided by a slide way
constructed in the walkway. A hose reel unit is installed
onto the Meto Transportation cart, connectable to a highpressure supply line or spray tank unit. The hose will
automatically roll and unroll while moving the Cart.
The cart may be equipped with a malfunctioning detector
attachable to your alarm or beeper, informing you by text
message at your cell phone of operation circumstances on
your absence from the greenhouse, if required.
Purchase of this machine is a considerable labour saving
tactic, and simultaneously allows unpleasant tasks to be
taken care of.
Future regulations may forbid the presence of personnel in
the greenhouse while spraying is in progress.
An additional option is a
computer link-up to the
sickness and plagues registry.

The Berg Hortimotive Meto transportation cart is expressly
designed for the purpose of Meto spray unit movement.

INNOVATORS IN MOTION
Technical specifications:
Length cm. :
Width cm. :
Height incl. Reel cm. :
Traction batteries :
Motor capacity Kw.:
Reel mtr.:
Weight kg:

180
140
225
24V/110AH
0.37
100/ ½ “
450

Application:
Automatic movement of Meto spray robot from path to
path.
Advantages Meto Transportation cart:
Options:
-

Malfunctioning detector in combination with
beeper.
Guide system at the start of the pipe rail system.
Guiding via slide way in concrete walkway.
Wide reeling drum, for long hose lengths
(>100mtr).

-

Improved labour conditions.
Labour saving.
Fully automatic spraying.
No need to be present during spraying.
Meto Transportation cart stops in the loss of water
pressure.
Easy to use.
Suitable for intensive use.
High reliability factor proven through years of
experience.
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